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How did the WSIB determine my premium rate?

Will my premium rate change every year?

Will we still be getting rebate cheques? / Are we facing

surcharge penalties?

What can we do to manage our premium rate?

2022 is year 3 of the Rate Framework Model and most employers

have the same questions as they did on January 1, 2020 – the day

RFM replaced NEER, CAD-7 and MAPP.

Rate Framework (RFM) is much more complicated than any of the

prior systems – both in the way claim costs are charged to your

account and how to forecast your future expenses and liabilities.

This newsletter will hopefully answer those questions and provide

insight into how this model works, as well as the benefits and

downside risk of this experience rating system. As always we are

more than welcome to deal with any enquiries on Rate Framework.

The Tail Wags the Dog: Perhaps the primary difference between

NEER (but similar to CAD-7) is how the cost of the claim, for the 6-

year life of the claim, is charged to year the WSIB writes the cheque

to the worker to pay for Loss of Earnings, Health Care, etc. 

What you need to know about the Rate Framework
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Our 4-minute video is an Executive Summary of the new program and
illustrates the new statements (your Claims Detail statement and Premium
Rate Extended Statement), the mechanics of the premium only model and how
the application successful cost relief decision lowers your companies premium
rate.  If your team is looking to better understand the new system, please send
a note to info@segaconsulting.com for a link and password to this video.
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NOTE: In NEER the costs of the claim, for the 4-year life of the claim, were charged exclusively to the

year of the accident.

Often it is the legacy costs of a prior year claim, and not current year claim costs, that is responsible for

determining your current risk band. (Legacy Costs are the costs of a claim that are charged to your
account after the year of the accident.)

Note: Your risk band determines your premium rate. Each Business Class (Rate Group) has a unique

Class Premium Rate (such as Risk Band 60 below) but the Risk Band table is identical for all classes. 

This example is for Business Class E4 – Metal, Transportation Equipment & Furniture
Manufacturing using the 2022 class rate of $1.80/$100 of Insurable Earnings.

In order to reduce your Risk Band your first objective is to prevent accidents and manage/mitigate all

new claims for the least amount of claim costs possible (especially Loss of Earnings benefits).

Your second objective is to resolve all of your previous year claims so that those workers return to safe,

sustainable modified work, AT THEIR FULL AND NORMAL RATE OF PAY, even if that work is largely

sedentary.

Bygones are not Bygones: Rate Framework works like a rolling forward 6-year Venn Diagram. For 2020

your risk band was determined by the accident costs for 2013 – 2018; for 2021 accident costs for 2014

– 2019 were used. Your risk band for 2022 utilizes your accident cost data for 2015 – 2020.

(Note: the system was designed with a gap year – Your new claims in 2022 will not be part of your risk

band calculation until 2024.)

mailto:info@segaconsulting.com


This example is part of the reason RFM is confusing. The years to calculate your current premium
rate are NOT the same years as the current experience rating window. 

Our next webinar is on the disconnect between your annual statements and your real-time
(monthly) accident cost statements.

Therefore, a claim in 2022 – whether it is a one-time Health Care treatment or an accident with

significant loss of earnings wage replacement – will be part of your risk band calculations until 2029!

Cost Relief is much of greater importance in RFM when compared to the prior experience rating

systems. In both NEER and CAD-7 cost relief was similar to win-fall profits. In RFM cost relief is a risk

band (premium rate) management tool.

Size Matters (as it relates to how Cost Mitigation (ESRTW/ Cost Relief benefits your company): Much

like the prior models there is an equalization system in RFM based upon insurable earnings. In the prior

model this  was known as the RATING FACTOR. In RFM we call this ACTURIAL PREDICTABILITY (AP).

This scale is based upon your 6-year weighted insurable earnings (WEI) and the range is from 2.5% for

small employers up to 100% for very large corporations (Please see your Premium Rate Extended

Statement to find your AP & WEI).

Cost mitigation, depending upon the size of your company, benefits every company differently.

Small Employers: Cost mitigation on one claim is likely to result in a minimum reduction of risk band by

at least 1 (all risk bands are in 5% increments. Therefore, a reduction of 1 risk band reduces your

annual WSIB premiums by 5%). It is possible for a small employer, depending upon the cost of the

claim, that cost mitigation will reduce your risk band count by MORE than 1

Small employers would be categorized as companies with 30% or less AP. 

If your annual premiums are $200,000 per annum the savings from a decrease by one risk band could
be $10,000 for the first year with an expected lifetime savings of $45,000.
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The current experience rating window is 2017-2022
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Medium Employers: Cost Mitigation on one claim MAY or MAY NOT change your risk band. It would be

a function of the cost of the claim, the date of the accident and the quantum of cost relief applied to

the claim. For most medium sized employers, it is more than likely to require successful mitigation on

two or more claims to decrease your risk band.

Medium employers would be categorized as companies with AP’s ranging between 40% to 70%

If your annual premiums are $500,000 per annum the savings from a decrease by one risk band could
be $25,000 for the first year with an expected lifetime savings of $112,500.

Large Employers: In order to reduce a company’s risk band (by 1) it will require several successful

mitigation efforts to reduce your annual premium contribution by 5%.

Recently SE-GA began a project for an employer with annual premiums in excess of $10,000,000 and

100% AP. SE-GA will have to gain a minimum of 50% cost relief on nine claims in order to reduce their

risk band. However, once this goal is achieved the client will reduce their annual premium contribution

by $500,000.

It is for this reason the company proceeded with this contingency based project. It is unlikely their

internal team can achieve this goal (lack of medical resources, a full case load) as partial success

would mean hours and hours of effort with no financial pay-off.

If your annual premiums are $2,500,000 per annum the savings from a decrease by one risk
band could be $125,000 for the first year with an expected lifetime savings of $562,500.

We strongly recommend you discuss the challenges, benefits and necessary resources of

cost mitigation with your SE-GA representative before you launch an appeal.

Good Losses and Bad Wins: The Premium Rate your company will be paying in 2022 MAY

NOT correspond to your risk band (as seen in Section J of your Premium Rate Extended

Statement).

During the Implementation Phase (2020 – 2023) of RFM on a year-to-year basis there are

limits to risk band increases and there are no downward limits to risk band decreases.

For 2022 the maximum increase from your 2021 risk band is 1 (and 2 from 2022 to 2023).

This is true even if your performance would increase your future risk bands far beyond the

preset limits.

For companies that have performed so well that their premium rate will fall by at least (or

more than) 2 risk bands the Board will impose TRANSITION FUNDING on top of your

earned premium rate (transition funding 



Our 4-minute video is an Executive Summary of the new program and
illustrates the new statements (your Claims Detail statement and Premium
Rate Extended Statement), the mechanics of the premium only model and how
the application successful cost relief decision lowers your companies premium
rate.  If your team is looking to better understand the new system, please send
a note to info@segaconsulting.com for a link and password to this video.
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A company in food production improved from risk band 68 in 2021 to risk band 62 in 2022, As a
result their premium rate dropped from $1.76 to $1.38. After $0.37 transition funding was
applied their NET premium rate for 2022 is $1.75

-Almost every business class is benefiting from overall premium rate reductions (an average of

5.1% for 2022)

-Your company will be evaluated in 2023 based upon your 2022 risk band (NOT your NET

premium rate). If your company’s risk band is unchanged next year you will pay your actual

premium rate without any transition funding. This could be a savings by as much as 26% from your

2022 annual premiums

Transition Funding has been deemed necessary by the WSIB to ensure financial stability of the system

but it places an unfair burden on companies that are working to improve their results. IT IS A GOOD
PERFORMER TAX!

There is a bit of a silver lining however:

The key is to remember that premium rates have fallen by more than 50% from 2017 levels. If the Board

held premium rates constant in order to not have transition funding, then every company would be

paying a higher premium rate as the base rates for every business class would be higher.

The Long and the Short of it: From a claims management perspective THIS IS THE BIGGEST CHANGE

FROM NEER & CAD-7. Those models were driven by very short duration time limits

The Short: In NEER claims became very costly with 6 days of Loss of Earnings benefits; in CAD-7

significant financial penalties applied after 8 days of Loss of Earnings (LOE) benefits.

One of the frequent questions SE-GA receives concerns worker launched appeals: “Our employee was

injured on Monday and we offered modified work immediately, and the worker refused our offer (with

four days of lost time.) Their claim was denied for Loss of Earnings benefits. Now the worker is

appealing the Board’s decision. Should we participate in that hearing?”

The answer to that question in the RFM world is yes but not for the reasons you think. RFM is a risk

band model. Claims with short duration of LOE benefits are more than likely not going to push your

company into the next risk band category.

There may be no financial incentive to participate in that hearing. It will be very unlikely that an

additional 4 days of lost time will increase your risk band. If the worker is successful the financial

impact of a successful appeal for the worker is $0.00.

mailto:info@segaconsulting.com
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-Your (6 year weighted) claims cost against your (6 year weighted) insurable earnings (Section F –

your Risk Profile)

-That outcome against your business class (Section G – Class/Subclass Rick Profile)

The reason to participate is your employee will know you are participating. Often workers are unaware

of the appeal process and do not know their employer has the right to participate, it is not usual for an

employee to discontinue their appeal once they are made aware that their employer is also involved.

The Long: Rate Framework is driven by long duration claims with high LOE payments over multiple

year as the focus of this model is PREVENTION (in the prior model the system was driven by claims

management).

Risk Band increases will seldom be driven by a multitude of health care only claims. However, any

company with one or more “long-running” LOE claims should expect a risk band increase on an

annual basis.

For the Keeners: RFM determines your premium rate primarily by two measures:

From 2020 to 2021, and from 2021 to 2022, most Business Classes have seen their Business Class’s

Risk Profile increase. This means that if your company maintained your Risk Profile, and the metric your

performance is measured against increases, your Risk Band will decrease.

You are not a better limbo dancer; the Board raised the limbo bar.

What’s in it for us? RFM is all about predictability. In the prior models most companies had no idea if

they were going to receive a rebate or a surcharge, and fewer understood why their company had this

outcome.

In RFM you have an annual premium rate (as determined by your risk band) based upon your

Insurable Earnings. There are no surprises; that is your premium calculation for the year.

AND, there is limited change from year to year. When the system is fully implemented the maximum

change in your risk band is +/- 3 positions per year. 

What’s in it for them (the Board)? We get asked this question a lot by employers, and it’s not really a fair

question as Experience Rating is an outcome of a number of factors but primarily driven by claim costs.

The Board collects premiums to cover expenses: the higher the claim costs paid out the higher the

premiums to cover those costs.

The better question is What is our worst-case scenario?

Workplace accidents where the injuries result in the worker needing full retraining are the most likely

example of a claim that could cause rates to double over time.
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Why are we where we are?
What can we do to improve?
What resources do we need to affect change?
What would achieving these goals mean to our company?

Employee Engagement
Productivity & Profitability

NOTE: There are claim cost limits in RFM and they are determined largely by your insurable earnings.

Talk to your SE-GA representative about your company’s claim cost limit.

As with any experience rating system there will be “winners” and “losers”. 

If your company cannot answer these questions please reach out to your SE-GA representative:

Our next webinar is on March 2nd at 10:00 am. “Closing the Gap: the
disconnect between your annual reports and your real time data” Please
send an e-mail to info@segaconsulting.com for your invitation or for
more information visit us at: https://segaconsulting.com/seminars/

RATE FRAMEWORK WEBINAR FOR 2022

mailto:info@segaconsulting.com
https://segaconsulting.com/seminars/
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Help identify systemic issues at the Board

Receive examples from companies so they have evidence of those problems

Provide direction to employers – using the escalation process – when the employer is having

difficulty

Difficulty in having the Board assign claims and waiting for responses/ decisions from adjudicators

Dealing with claims where the worker is not meeting their obligations (such as providing updated

FAF’s) and the problem that presents in a Union environment

SEGA’s WSIB Working Groups are joined by the WSIB Stakeholder
Relationship Team!

 

In the summer of 2021 SE-GA created a virtual working group for Ontario Hospitals where they meet

once a month to openly share with their peers about their challenges with the Board and the Best

Practice solutions they have used to overcome these obstacles.

Among the topics that have been discussed are Mental Health claims, push back from both managers

and workers when offering modified work and the issue of providing wage-top ups when the worker

can only work partial days.

Starting in January 2022 SE-GA will be also offering three new working groups Healthcare (Non-

Hospital), Manufacturing and Transportation. The Group follows the basic concept of safety groups –

participation is the only requirement – without the additional homework and fees. 

Moving forward the recently formed WSIB Stakeholder Relationship team shall be attending these

sessions and advising employers on hot topic issues such as the following:

To register for a group that fits your organization please follow these links:

Health Care:     February 9th at 9 am      https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9121066/

Hospitals:      February 9th at 11 am   https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14023675/

Transportation: February 23rd at 9 am  https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14027350/

Manufacturing: February 23rd  at 11 am  https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14024362/

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9121066/https:/www.linkedin.com/groups/9121066/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9121066/https:/www.linkedin.com/groups/14023675/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14027350/https:/www.linkedin.com/groups/14027350/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14024362/https:/www.linkedin.com/groups/14024362/
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Cost Relief on a Concussion

In April 2017 a worker for a food-service company was struck on the head while entering a freight

elevator when the door closed prematurely. The worker missed roughly four months of time due to the

consequences of this workplace accident.

The employer, citing the worker’s anemia, was able to gain 25% cost relief on this file with a ruling of a

minor pre-existing condition from a moderate severity accident.

This file was transferred to SE-GA to appeal this quantum of cost relief.

SE-GA argued that while the pre-existing condition should be considered minor the accident had been

overclassified and should be decreased to minor.

The worker did suffer an injury but did not fall, lose consciousness, or seek medical attention until the

following day citing overall weakness as the reason she sought health care.

The Vice-Chair agreed with SE-GA’s argument, writing “these factual elements support a finding that

the accident would be expected to cause a non-disabling or minor disabling injury.” This increased

the quantum of SIEF on this file to 50% Second Injury Enhancement Fund cost relief.

The key point of this appeal is to remember the date of the accident and that the decision was

rendered in December 2021. Further, this claim occurred during the NEER program but the decision

was made after that program ended on September 30, 2020.

In order for the client to receive the financial benefit of this decision SE-GA requested as part of this

appeal that, if successful, the client receive a manual adjustment of their September 30, 2020 NEER in

which was done recently.

WSIAT 1647/21

This newsletter contains general information and should not be interpreted as legal advise.SE-GA Workplace Consulting

P.C. endeavours to ensure that the content is accurate and up-to-date at the time of release, no representation or warranty,

express or implied and is made as to its accuracy or completeness and therefore the information in this newsletter should

not be relied upon. Readers should always seek appropriate legal advice.

SE-GA Workplace Consulting P.C. is a legal services firm specializing in WSIB Cost Management for Employers. 


